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ABSTRACT 
Ureteral calculi (UC) management has progressed over the previous decades along with new medical and 
surgical treatments advent. Guidelines currently are supporting management being conservative as a conceivable 
method for (UTS) of ≤ 10 mm size. Aims: we tenor to monitor the usual UTS antiquity conservatively 
accomplished in the current backdated investigation. Materials and methodology: 192 patients’ males and 

females with a ureteral ≤ 10 mm single stone size were covered in current investigation. Clinical out analyses for 
different stone sizes was done.  Results: size of stone was detected as associated to the hydronephrosis degree 

and the need likelihood for management surgically. Conservative management (CM) was detected to be clinically 
effective, where patients of 88% did not need surgery regarding stones. Patients of 96.1% with 0 – 4 mm stone 
managed for expelling their UTS. CMs are clinically effective particularly for stone size less than 4 mm.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Ureteral calculi (UC) management  has progressed over 
the previous decades along with new shockwave 
extracorporeal lithotripsy advent, the technology of 
ureteroscopic development and the medical expulsive 
therapy (MET) introduction. Patients of diameter of UC ≤ 

10 mm have great expulsion of spontaneous stone 
likelihood and the guidelines as existing joint European 
association of urology (EAU)/American urological 
association (AUA) present the conservative approach 
option as an preliminary along with MET utilize and nearby 
following–up [1]. 
 In decision-making process if a patient is qualified or 
not for CM, radiological parameters (size of stone, 
dilatation degree, position of stone) besides parameters 
being subjective i.e., level of pain are able to contribute to 
the ultimate resolution for surveillance or treatment being 
active. There is no solid proof on how the stone size might 
be linked to the level of pain, whereas there is proof that 
associates with the pain level and type along the position of 
stone [2]. Stones being larger reasonably appear to be 
related to a greater degree of hydronephrosis [3]. 
 Hitherto studies on MET have chiefly concentrated on 
the utilization of α1 blockers, Ca channels corticosteroids 

and antagonists. The present proof favors the blockers of 
α1 along tamsulosin as the mostly examined one. [4-7] 

MET appears as chiefly operative on 5 – 10 mm stones [5, 
8], as stones < 5 mm have chances of over 65% being 
expelled with no extra treatment [1]. The MET past 
recommendation just for distal UTS has been extended 
recently, with proof level, on the proximal UTS 
management [9]. Thus, a current blind controlled trial 
randomized debates of placebo the nifedipine or 
tamsulosin usefulness in stone passage promotion [10]. 
 In respect to the correct patients following–up 
radiologically, there is a consensuses lack in scan type and 
timing terms which must be done [11 – 14]. Whereas the 
EAU recommendations guidelines which recently favor 
non–contrast computed tomography utilize for the 
diagnostic acute pain as flank approach, there are not 

whatever recent recommendations on the way of following–
up UTS patients conservatively, managed. 
 Particular proof is there, if stones being small CM can 
irreversibly compromise the renal function (RF). Relevant 
proofs mostly were according to models of animal and a 
complete obstruction as ureteral being reversal. Therefore, 
the outcoming proof is biased and controversial [15 – 19]. 
Objectives: We tenor for following the natural UTS history 

conservatively managed in the current backdated 
investigation, from presentation to stone-free time. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
This is backdated 192 males and female’s analyses from 
Jan., 2010 until Mar., 2014. All chosen patients of single 
UTS, maximum diameter sized of ≤ 10 mm, with no or with 

renal stones as a concomitant, and had chosen for CM of 
their UTS. The chosen patients were begun on MET with 
0.4 mg tamsulosin one time per day and painkillers 
regularly include NSAID as requisite, directly following they 
were UTS diagnosed. All patients were diagnosed, 
following they had developed renal colic episode, and all 
initially were evaluated in department of hospital 
emergency.  
 Regarding protocol of trusts renal colic, the diagnostic 
of all colic patients assessment was performed  with 
ultrasound, radiological findings (KUB) and unenhanced 
CTS (ureters, kidneys, and bladder).  The MET cons and 
pros vs surgical early extracorporeal lithotripsy shockwave 
or removal were clarified to whole nominated patients with 
UTS as small. Patients who were selected for CM initially 
were covered in the sample. The measures of exclusion 
are shortened in Table 1. 
Following–up: All nominated patients, for their UTS, were 

followed–up, with UTS or different scans [x – ray ureters, 
bladder, kidneys, and intravenous occasionally and 
urogram, in which essential, CTS. The following–up type 
choice of the waiting intervals and the scan till such done 
were according to the stone characters (size, position, 
hydronephrosis, radio-opaqueor not). Patients of small 
hydronephrosis degree, small pain level and good RF had 
typically extra delayed following –up scans, whereas in few 
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cases in which the stone was well obvious in the x-rayKUB, 
such as our only following–up scan.  
 Our goal was to not delay the following–up scan for 
an extra six weeks, despite few patients had to be 
rescanned late than such. Patients of following–up after 6 
months were excluded for any reason. Few patients need 
surgeries (stenting or elective lithotripsy) throughout their 
following–up, either due to the persistence of stone on the 
following–up scans, or their RF deterioration, or frequent 
colic. 
Analyzed parameters: The patients were categorized by 

age, stone size, gender, extra renal stones number. We 
distributed the UTS according to their size (0 – 4, 4 – 6 and 
6 – 10 mm). The dilation UTS presence degree because 
was assembled based on the radiological CTS criteria in 
none, mild, moderate and severe.  
 

RESULTS 
The closing sample contained 192 patients with 42.72 
years median age (19–79 years). Outcomes of 
epidemiology confirmed in which patients of 75.5% (n = 
143), were males, while females were of 25.5% (n = 49). 
Patients of 82.3% were having single UTS; whereas 12% 
of 1 extra renal stone and 5.7% had extra than1 renal 
stone. The mean UTS size was 4.65 mm (1.6 – 9 mm). The 
UTS majority were (42.7%) of 4 – 6 mm size (Table 2). 
 Comparison between females and males groups on 
the tested parameters (size and position of stone, dilatation 
degree, and stones number) the only differences of 
significance detected were such associated with the stones 
number and to the dilatation degree. Male patients are of 
double probabilities (20.3 vs 10.3%) to display extra renal 
stones, apart from their ureteral one, while patients as 
females were extra possible to have hydronephrosis as 
moderate (26.5 vs 21.7%) or severe (4.1 vs 0%). 
 The size of sone was independently related to the 
hydronephrosis degree. For patients elected, 169 (88%) 
were effective with MET, whereas 23 (12%) were of 
surgical treatment due to UTS persistence. Patients of UTS 
being larger had a larger needing for surgical process 
chance. Figure 1 demos net ultimate results.   
 

DISCUSSION 
The predominant sample of male patients is in harmony 
with urolithiasis as epidemiologically [20] also of double 
extra renal stones chances. Amusingly, patients as females 
were of hydronephrosis marginally worse. Patients of 6–10 
mm UTS had a 22.5% superior chance of needing surgical 
management, in comparison to the patient’s group with 0–4 
mm stones. The total stone of ≤ 10 mm expulsion rate was 

88%, whereas, expulsion rate was 96.2% in the < 4 mm 
group. 
 In the current case, 90.1% of our patients were 
effectively followed – up along scan of a single following–
up. In extra than 55% of our circumstances, such as a 
single USS KUB, as just 18.2% of the patients have no 
dilatation degree on presentation. In a smaller amount than 
15% of our group, an extra CTS was needed. The 
following–up scans number done was detected to be 
associated with the re-attendancenumber. Truly, patients 
mostly that returned to because of pain were rescanned. In 
contrast, the following–up scans # was not directly related 

to the size of the stone. Therefore, patients with larger 
stones do not need extra scans for their following–up, nor 
have extra renal colic episodes. 
 In respect to clinical MET outcome, the 0–4 mm UTS 
group had an impressive > 96% expulsion rate, making 
doubts on the following–up scans need within the protocol 
for such group. Regarding patient's group of 6–10 mm 
stones, the rate of expulsion was as great as 73.7%, while 
in the 4–6 mm group, such as 92.7% (Figure 1). 
 

CONCLUSION 
Our chief results respecting the natural UTS history sized ≤ 

10 mm are that larger stones are causing greater 
hydronephrosis degree, and are fewer expected to be CM-
expelled; in contrast, they are not associated with higher 
pain amount. Such is an outcome that hasn’t been formerly 
noticed. Regarding our patient’s following–up, the 
ultrasound KUB scan as single was detected to be enough 
as a following–up scan in extra than 55% of cases. In 
respect to the effectiveness clinically, patients of 4 mm up 
stone were effective with CM in more than 96% of cases. 
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